Resident Survey

DASH staffs appreciates any feedback and answers you may give us. Please answer one or more of the following questions.

1. How has being a resident and or renter of DASH impacted your life? Daily? Future?
2. Has DASH made a positive change in your everyday budgeting and routines?
3. How have you enjoyed living in a DASH property?
4. Has DASH maintained a good relationship and been attentive to your needs as a resident?

The purpose of these answers is to assist DASH in moving forward and implementing any new changes. Some answers will be shared on DASH’s website and social media channels as testimonials from residents. You may answer here or text answers to with your answers to

Chetana Patel: 404-272-0808 or
Gina Snider: 470-215-2667

Please return it to
1302 Brownwood Ave
LaGrange, GA 30240

OR

Email: cpatel@dashlagrange.org
gsnider@dashlagrange.org